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Our Undergraduate Engineers work within Dyson Engineering teams from day one. They contribute  
to live projects, while studying for their BEng (Hons) Engineering degree apprenticeship awarded by  
the Dyson Institute under our own (probationary) degree awarding powers. With a competitive salary  
and no tuition fees to pay, they can graduate debt-free.

In an exciting period of development, we are looking to appoint a Deputy Director (Academic), a  
brand-new role. The Deputy Director will support the Director in leading the Institute and will be  
responsible for the strategic leadership and management of academic staff, the development and  
implementation of academic strategy, and ensuring an outstanding student experience. Although the 
Institute is small (approximately 160 undergraduate engineers), it has bold ambitions for the future.  
The new Deputy Director will lead on the development of plans for controlled expansions of our  
programmes and our research agenda together with possible provision in South-East Asia. They  
will be an integral member of the Executive Team. 

Strong candidates will be proactive and strategic thinkers with an agile approach to growth and change 
management. The successful candidate will need to hit the ground running and operate within a  
fast-paced environment. They will be able to positively engage with Dyson and be able to confidently 
navigate both industry and academia. They will have the resourcefulness and adaptability to thrive in a 
specialist institution that operates in a corporate context. Ideal candidates will be able to deliver across a 
broad range of activities, including the recruitment and development of academic staff teams, academic 
programme development, and quality assurance.  

We Look forward to receiving your application.

 

Mary Curnock Cook CBE
Chair of the Dyson Institute Council

The Dyson Institute of Engineering and Technology is unlike any other higher  
education institution. It’s for those with a passion for solving problems and a  
fascination for how things work; people who’d rather get hands-on with real  
engineering challenges. 

Introduction from the Chair



The Dyson Institute’s academic provision is a  
four-year engineering programme designed to 
develop the engineering, problem-solving mindset. 
Undergraduate Engineers at The Dyson Institute 
spend four years studying towards a BEng (Hons) 
degree in Engineering and a level 6 apprenticeship 
in Product Design and Development. The  
degree is multidisciplinary by design, teaching the  
breadth of Mechanical, Electrical and Electronics  
Engineering for the first two years before  
specialisation. The Dyson Institute recognises 
that the most challenging engineering problems 
demand intelligent integration across traditional 
disciplines and that solutions no longer live  
purely in the Mechanical or Electronics fields,  
traditionally taught separately. Advancements  
demand a cross-discipline understanding.

Engineers matter. They invent, design and build 
technology that makes the world better. They’re 
crucial not just to the future of Dyson, but to the 
world. Technology ambitions demand a ready  
supply of the brightest engineers and scientists,  
but a national shortage of engineering talent is 
holding advancements back. It’s estimated that 
Britain will be short of 1.8 million engineers by 
2025; a traditional approach to education isn’t 
going to solve this issue.

For their four years at the Institute, students are 
employed as salaried Undergraduate Engineers in 

Dyson Technology, working on live engineering 
projects. Working alongside professional  
engineers, scientists and researchers builds  
students’ capability to apply academic knowledge 
to solve real-world problems. At the same time, 
their experience in engineering teams enhances 
undergraduates’ learning, encouraging them to 
think more deeply about academic concepts.

During the summer, Undergraduate Engineers 
work on projects designed to develop the  
broader skills that engineers need. These projects 
give them the opportunity to think about and  
prototype potential solutions to global problems. 
Third year students can spend their summer in 
Singapore, learning about the end-to-end  
manufacturing process. 

After completing their programme of study, our 
graduates’ transition to the next step in their Dyson 
career is seamless. Individual progression pathways 
are designed to support future leaders to drive 
innovation and engineering globally.

The Dyson Institute’s unique offering is changing 
the traditional makeup of enrolment engineering 
programmes. 41% of Dyson Institute registered 
undergraduates identify as female, compared to a 
national average of 15.1% on engineering and  
technology university courses.

How we work



In 2002, he set up the James Dyson Foundation, a charity with a simple mission: to challenge  
misconceptions about engineering and encourage more young people to consider careers in the field.

Across the next two decades, the James Dyson Foundation worked to intervene in the skills crisis, 
through free educational resources, international design engineering competitions and philanthropic 
donations to schools and students. Alongside that work, the Foundation supported major initiatives to 
improve engineering education in the UK. This has included over £23 million of donations to  
universities and their engineering students.

In 2016, Sir James asked the then Minister for Universities, Jo Johnson MP, what the UK government was 
doing about the engineering skills crisis. Jo responded with a challenge; that James should set up his 
own higher education provider for aspiring engineers.

In September 2017, The Dyson Institute of Engineering and Technology opened its doors, offering  
approximately 40 undergraduates per year the opportunity to study for a degree delivered and awarded 
by the University of Warwick, while also being employed within Dyson’s global engineering team. It was 
the natural next step in Sir James’ quest to re-engineer education. 

In 2020, following a rigorous assessment by the Quality Assurance Agency for Higher Education, we were 
awarded New Degree Awarding Powers. This enabled us to open admissions for our first independent  
intake, whose degree apprenticeship is delivered and awarded by the Dyson Institute. The first  
independent cohort joined us in September 2021. 

We aim to develop the best engineers in the world by combining rigorous academic programmes with 
work on future Dyson products and real responsibility from day one. Working and studying, learning and 
doing, while developing pioneering technologies and radical new designs. The Dyson Institute offers 
more than an education; it is the start of an accelerated Dyson career.

More than 25 years ago, Sir James Dyson set out to develop and invent new  
technology which would transform how products worked. In 2016, he embarked on  
a mission to transform education and tackle the systemic problem of the UK’s  
shortage of engineers. 

History of The Dyson Institute 



We currently have an academic department of ten lecturers. This is planned to grow to fifteen in 2023. 
Further growth will follow agreed programme expansion strategies. 

Organisational Structure 



Post Title: Deputy Director (Academic)

Reports To: Director of the Dyson Institute

Location: Malmesbury, Wiltshire 

Salary Range: Competitive

The Role

The Dyson Institute is building a world class academic department to develop the engineering leaders 
and innovators of the future.  

The Deputy Director (Academic) is a new post. We are searching for an experienced academic leader 
who will be responsible to the Director of the Institute for the strategic leadership and management  
of academic staff, the development and implementation of academic strategy, and for ensuring an  
outstanding student experience. 

As an integral member of the Director’s Executive Team, this is an exciting opportunity to shape the  
future of a unique and ambitious Higher Education institution that attracts outstandingly talented  
students and provides state-of the art facilities - all while benefitting from the support, resources and  
industrial expertise of a global technology company. Priorities include securing permanent Degree 
Awarding Powers, introducing new programmes (particularly at Masters level), and developing our  
research strategy and potential expansion of the programme to South-East Asia. The new Deputy  
Director will help create an academic community at the Institute that is truly integrated with  
research and development within Dyson. 

Ideal candidates will have a mix of strategic and operational skills and an appetite for driving change and 
performance, coupled with the resourcefulness and adaptability to thrive in a small specialist institution 
that operates in a corporate context. The appointee must be capable of leading and managing change 
across a broad range of activities including the recruitment and development of academic staff teams, 
academic programme development, and quality assurance.  



Strategic Management

• Determining the appropriate current and  
 future structure of the academic department  
 and recruiting and developing staff in line with  
 personal development needs and The Dyson  
 Institute’s requirements. 
• Developing and implementing The Dyson  
 Institute’s strategy for teaching and learning,  
 encouraging innovation and excellence in all  
 areas to ensure an outstanding student  
 experience. 
• Developing clear targets, milestones, and  
 performance indicators to monitor progress  
 in delivering The Dyson Institute’s strategic  
 academic aims. Implementing and managing  
 academic quality systems, policies, and  
 procedures. 
• Working closely with the Head of  
 Engineering Experience to integrate the  
 academic and industrial application elements  
 of the programme.
• Working with the Professional Service Team  
 to ensure all strategic and operational plans  
 are supported by high quality data and  
 management information. Supporting the Team  
 in ensuring compliance with the requirements  
 of the regulators (OfS and Ofsted), Health and  
 Safety, etc.
• Collaborating with the Director of Finance to  
 ensure the alignment of academic and financial  

 objectives ensuring resources are efficiently,  
 equitably and effectively allocated and utilised. 
• Ensuring that students complete the  
 programme, are inspired by their experience,  
 and are equipped to achieve great things within  
 the Dyson business.

Leadership and Development

• Acting as a role model, inspiring and  
 mobilising the academic team in the delivery of  
 The Dyson Institute’s distinctive curriculum   
 model and educational value proposition. 
• Line managing all academic staff through an  
 appropriate framework. 
• Communicating the academic decisions and  
 expectations of The Dyson Institute’s Executive  
 Committee to all relevant stakeholders.
• Working collaboratively with Dyson  
 management, coordinating the development  
 of specialist teaching from the wider research  
 community.
• Actively seeking to implement the Institution’s  
 EDI agenda and promote equality of  
 opportunity in relation to the duties of the post.
• Developing strong networks and  
 appropriate partnerships across a range of  
 external stakeholders to promote the viability  
 and reputation of the Dyson Institute  
 nationally and internationally.

Key Accountabilities 



Strong candidates will bring as many as possible of the following: 

Skills:

• Demonstrated ability to develop and articulate strategy across a wide range of development  
 opportunities, and to see through strategy to successful implementation. 
• Comfortable liaising with, and reporting to, senior executives and Council members. 
• Exceptional communication skills with the ability to influence and engage employees and  
 stakeholders at all levels.
• Ability to be outward facing and a confident external ambassador for the Institute. 

Experience:
 
• A track record of exceptional senior organisational and operational leadership experience, ideally at  
 university corporate level or within a large faculty.  
• Proven experience of leading and managing change, ideally with experience of transforming HE  
 organisations and driving innovation in the sector. 
• Experience in driving academic programme development and improvements.
• Experience in managing, developing, and improving operational processes within a business and  
 academic research-intensive environment
• A successful track record in leading on successful projects and initiatives including cultural and  
 organisational change management. 
• Experience of effectively using performance management and appraisal systems. 
• Significant experience in overseeing and championing diversity and inclusion initiatives. 
• Appropriate academic credentials in a relevant academic discipline.
• Evidence of affinity with or experience in commercial business relevant to the Dyson organisation. 

Knowledge:

• An intuitive and empathetic understanding of academic faculty and academic perspectives.
• A background in and in-depth knowledge of a subject relevant to the Dyson Institute’s engineering  
 programme.
• Extensive knowledge of English HE regulatory requirements, preferably including apprenticeships. 
• Substantial strategic awareness of higher education and an understanding of national and  
 international trends, the current funding environment and emerging government policy.
• Proven financial acumen and an entrepreneurial approach. 

Personal Attributes:

• A clear commitment to the  core   
 values of the Institute. 
• Resilience and the ability to   
 take tough decisions and maintain a  
 clear, well-evidenced position in  
 the face of dissent. 
• A ‘can do attitude’, with an eye for   
 the bigger picture. 
• A desire and willingness to develop  
 others as leaders and to build a  
 cohesive group of academic leaders.
• A substantive reputation as an   
 academic leader at national level,  
 for example as evidence by the   
 award of a National Teaching  
 Fellowship. 

Person Specification



How to Apply
The Dyson Institute of Engineering and Technology has engaged Minerva (www.minervasearch.com) 
to assist with the recruitment of the Deputy Director (Academic). For more information about the 
role, including how to apply, please visit www.minervasearch.com/dysondda

http://www.minervasearch.com
https://www.minervasearch.com/dysondda

